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Resumo 

 As doenças neurodegenerativas constituem situações especialmente desgastantes para 

doentes e cuidadores e as suas formas esporádicas crescem em prevalência a par do 

envelhecimento da população. A autofagia é um processo celular de reconhecida importância 

tanto no processo etiológico como no tratamento desta patologia. Nesta revisão são 

compilados os resultados mais recentes sobre a modulação da autofagia nos processos 

neurodegenerativos. Observou-se que a autofagia está desregulada em células nervosas de 

doentes e em modelos celulares e animais de degeneração neuronal, sendo que foi evidente 

que a estimulação farmacológica da mesma melhorou o desempenho físico e cognitivo de 

modelos animais para estas doenças. Contudo, alguns estudos evidenciaram um processo mais 

complexo em que o fluxo autofágico aumentado ou desregulado pode funcionar como agente 

patológico. A descoberta da maquinaria autofágica tem-se revelado um dos avanços mais 

importantes da medicina moderna e portanto a modulação da autofagia no alívio da 

neurodegeneração é uma área central na investigação presente e futura e no desenvolvimento 

de futuras estratégias terapêuticas. 
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Abstract 

 Neurodegenerative diseases are devastating conditions for both patients and caregivers 

and their sporadic forms are increasingly common with population aging. Autophagy has 

conquered a relevant role in the study of pathological mechanisms associated with 

neurodegenerative disorders and their management. In this review, the latest results on the 

study of autophagic modulation in neurodegenerative processes are compiled and put in a 

broader context. Autophagy was shown to be impaired in both human neuronal tissues of 

affected patients and cellular and animal models of disease as it was evident that 

pharmacological enhancement of autophagy alleviates neurodegeneration in animal models of 

such diseases. A few studies however evidenced a more complex network where overactive or 

deregulated autophagic flux might be harmful. The disclosure of the autophagic machinery 

has proven to be one of the most important breakthroughs in modern medicine and thus 

modulating autophagy to relief neurodegeneration is a central field for present and future 

research and future therapeutic options for neurodegenerative diseases. 
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1. Introduction 

 Neurodegenerative diseases are a group of incurable and debilitating conditions that 

result in progressive degeneration and/or death of nerve cells. This group of diseases has 

common cellular and molecular mechanisms including protein aggregation and inclusion 

body formation. The main constituents of aggregates in the most common neurodegenerative 

disorders are summarized in Table 1. Clinical features vary between diseases depending on 

the neuronal types that became dysfunctional or die, so can present different symptomatology 

as progressive dementia, motor abnormalities and disruptions in emotional, cognitive, and 

social behavior. 

 In general, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is characterized by progressive dementia with 

deterioration of social and behavioural skills and presents two major kinds of protein 

aggregates: extracellular amyloid plaques, containing amyloid- (A) aggregates and 

intracellular accumulation of neurofibrillary tangles composed mainly of 

hyperphosphorylated tau protein. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is usually defined as a movement 

disorder characterized by motor symptoms, such as tremor, postural imbalance, bradykinesia 

and rigidity, having as histopathological hallmark an inclusion body termed Lewy body (LB) 

mainly constituted by -synuclein (ASYN) insoluble fibrous aggregates. Huntington’s disease 

(HD) is an incurable, hereditary brain disorder, which affects movement, mood and thinking 

skills, in which the histopathological hallmark consists in huntingtin (HTT) inclusions. 

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) causes progressive degeneration of upper and lower 

motor neurons accompanied by muscle atrophy and has some clinical overlap with 

frontotemporal dementia (FTD), which can also show compromise of functions such as 

speech and memory. Both pathologies show ubiquitinated protein aggregates in brain cells. 

Prion diseases, from which the most common is Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, have a sudden and 

fast cognitive decline. Pathology can include amyloid plaques; nevertheless, disease is caused 
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by abnormally folded prion proteins. Peripheral nerve diseases like the familial amyloid 

polyneuropathy (FAP) are characterized by sensorimotor impairment and extracellular 

deposition of abnormal fibrils derived from misfolded, normally soluble transthyretin (TTR) 

molecules. Although HD and FAP are of autosomal dominant inheritance, most of AD, PD, 

ALS, FTD and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease cases are of sporadic etiology. Nevertheless, genetic 

mutations identified in the familial counterparts of sporadic neurodegenerative diseases give 

rise to altered proteins that misfold and aggregate or are involved in cellular quality control 

systems such as the autophagy-lysosomal pathway (ALP). 

 Autophagy is traditionally sub-divided in micro-, macro- and chaperone-mediated-

autophagy (CMA), although the majority of the authors using “autophagy” refer to 

macroautophagy. There is no consensus on whether autophagy is a disease inducing process1 

or rather a mechanism of defence2; as described below, the evidence tends to favour the 

representation of a rather complex process where the end result depends on the activating 

pathway, the selective autophagic process and molecular complexes implicated. A strong 

interplay occurs with organelles like the mitochondrion, the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and 

the Golgi apparatus.3 An overview of the pathways implicated is provided in Figure 1. 

 In this paper we review the latest advances on the understanding of how the 

autophagic pathways can be implicated in the progression of neurodegenerative diseases, the 

main focus being on the development of putative therapeutic strategies targeting autophagy. 
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2. Autophagy in neurodegeneration 

 A brief perusal of the literature is enough to readily identify the mechanistic target of 

rapamycin (mTOR) as a central molecule in the study of autophagic pathways and the 

possible therapeutic targets it can provide for the management of diverse neurological 

conditions. Research in this area is therefore sometimes divided in mTOR-dependent and 

mTOR-independent branches. However, because interfering with mTOR can block survival 

pathways and may do more harm than good, an interesting field of research comprises 

mechanisms that would enhance autophagy by circumventing the mTOR signalling pathway, 

for example by modulating the glycogen synthase kinase 3ß (GSK-3ß) or directly activating 
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selected transcription factors. A synthetic curcumin analogue named C1 was able to do so in 

rat brain4, directly activating transcription factor EB (TFEB) and thus autophagy and 

lysosomal biogenesis in a Beclin-1-dependent, mTOR-independent manner. Curcumin was 

also reported to enhance autophagy and reduce amyloid precursor protein (APP) levels in SH-

SY5Y cells (a human neuroblastoma-derived cell line) where oxidative stress was induced 

with paraquat5; (inducing reactive oxygen species - ROS - overproduction generally present in 

neurodegenerative conditions). 

 In order to evaluate the role of autophagy in neurodegeneration processes induced by 

an environmental neurotoxin, rats were intoxicated with trimethyltin, which blocked the late 

stages of autophagy, as shown by accumulation of microtubule-associated protein 1A/1B-

light chain 3 II (LC3II, recruited to autophagosomes after conjugation of cytosolic LC3I 6) 

and protein p62/sequestosome 1 (p62/SQSTM1, which binds to LC3 molecules and is used as 

a marker for autophagic flux7). Lithium treatment protected astrocytes through 

phosphorylation of GSK-3β, rendering it inactive; this was achieved only for a high 

concentration (2 mM) of lithium when compared to a lower/initial concentration (0.5 mM).8 

Under those conditions, reduced mobility of the autophagosomes could not be overcome by 

rapamycin (also named sirolimus, clinically used as an immunosuppressant), further 

highlighting the importance of autophagy modulation through the alternative GSK-3ß 

pathway. However, in another study, the same authors stated that lithium could have this 

effect in an autophagy-independent way in microglia,9 since improved cell survival was 

observed without a change in p62 levels. 

 Human post-mortem brain tissue showed augmented number of autophagosomes after 

stroke10 (which causes acute neurodegeneration) and accumulation of ASYN was seen in 

rodents after inducing infarction.11 In the same study, both the knockdown (using si-RNA) 

and knockout of ASYN were proven to improve recovery through decreased phosphorylated 
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dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1), 3-nitrotyrosine, cleaved caspase-3 and LC-3II/I ratio, 

meaning modulation of respectively mitochondrial fragmentation, oxidative stress, apoptosis 

and autophagy. This suggested a role for autophagy in post-stroke changes but whether it had 

a neuroprotective or neurodegenerative effect was controversial, which could be important for 

the understanding of neurodegenerative diseases where neuronal cell death also occurs. A 

study on rats after spinal cord ischemia-reperfusion injury suggested that the opposite effects 

from autophagy could depend on its extension and persistence; in this sense, independent 

administration of 3-methyladenine (3-MA, an autophagy inhibitor) and rapamycin (autophagy 

enhancer) immediately and 48 hours after injury showed that autophagic clearance could 

improve survival on an initial phase (8 hours after injury, inhibiting apoptosis and 

inflammation) but was rather deleterious when sustained (at 72 hours, showing lower motor 

scores and decreased survival).12 Silibinin (SLB, derived from a flavonoid with antioxidant 

properties) improved survival in a mouse model of middle cerebral artery occlusion and 

protected from H2O2-induced oxidative stress in cortical neurons by disfavouring Bax-

mediated apoptosis; this effect was abrogated by wortmannin (PI3K inhibitor), suggesting a 

role for SLB on regulating autophagy.13 

 Although not a direct determinant of disease, such alterations (e.g. ROS production), 

that are transversal to neurodegenerative processes, could render the neuron more susceptible 

to harm, and trigger autophagy as an effort to try and rescue the cell after insult, as further 

suggested in a study linking the accumulation of lysosomal-associated membrane protein 1 

(LAMP1, implicated in fusion of late endosomes with lysosomes14) in hippocampal neurons 

to post-epileptic states.15 
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2.1. Autophagy in Alzheimer’s disease - AD 

 Gene therapy increasing p62 levels in the brain of APP/PS1 mice rescued cognitive 

deficits by increasing autophagic clearance of both soluble amyloid-β (Aβ) and plaques; 

removing the LC3-interacting region (LIR) from p62 or directly inhibiting autophagy 

impeded this clearance.16 Haploinsufficiency for AT-1/SLC33A1 (that translocates acetyl-

CoA from the cytosol to the ER) in mice rescued AD but not HD or ALS phenotypes, while 
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inhibition of acetyltransferases ATase1 and ATase2, inducing autophagy, caused a decrease in 

soluble Aβ and phosphorylated tau and an increase in synaptic plasticity and rodent lifespan.17 

This study illustrated how intracellular toxic protein aggregates form in the secretory pathway 

in AD, whereas in HD and ALS this occurred in different cellular compartments, highlighting 

the targeting of ER acetyltransferases as a putative therapeutic strategy. 

 Neuronal PAS domain protein 4 (NPAS4) has recently been identified as a brain-

specific transcription factor which regulates GABAergic (inhibitory) synapses by modulating 

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) gene expression. Overexpression of NPAS4 in 

cortical neurons reduced tau levels with no interference on mRNA or in the main tau kinases 

GSK3β and CDK5, along with increased LC3II puncta formation and p62 degradation18, 

suggesting tau degradation occurred with enhanced autophagic flux; however, neither 

autophagic blockage (3-MA, chloroquine), nor proteasome inhibition (MG132) could fully 

reverse the effects of NPAS4. 

 Hypercystinemia, a known risk factor for AD, was shown to up-regulate mTORC 

complex-1 (mTORC1), whereas mTORC1 inhibition with rapamycin or direct autophagy 

induction with tat-Beclin-1 peptides (tat being a HIV1-derived vehicle) could lower amyloid 

levels in knockout mice for cystathionine-β-synthase (which converts homocysteine to 

cystathionine).19 Altered calcium homeostasis and mitochondrial membrane potential (MMP) 

were also shown to disturb the autophagic process in cells derived from patients with 

homocystinuria, suggesting that stabilising calcium homeostasis could be an ancillary therapy 

by lowering ER stress.20  

 The harmful effects of autophagy were studied by injecting miR-299-5p in the 

ventricles of APPswe/PS1dE9 mice, improving cognitive performance while down-regulating 

both Atg5 and caspase-dependent apoptosis21; along with the observation of low 

cerebrospinal fluid levels of this micro RNA in AD patients, the authors proposed this micro 
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RNA as a neuroprotector against AD. The plant-derived β-asarone mediated an increase in 

mTOR phosphorylation and p62 expression, in relation to a decrease in Akt phosphorylation 

(PI3K/Akt/mTOR/CREB pathway) and diminished levels of Aβ1-42, Beclin-1, LC3II and 

acetylcholinesterase22 (AChE; note that acetylcholine, ACh, is low in AD and AChE 

inhibitors are clinically employed), down-regulating autophagy and improving learning and 

memory ability, as observed in APP/PS1 transgenic mice. Acting on the same pathway 

through mTORC1 phosphorylation at Ser2481, but stimulating autophagy, the well-studied 

mTOR inhibitor rapamycin was able to increase cell viability in Aβ1-42-treated PC12 cells23  

(through Beclin-1 up-regulation mediating the stabilization of MMP and calcium 

homeostasis)  and improved learning and memory in rats on which Aβ1-42 was stereotaxically 

injected into the hippocampus24 (related to augmented defences against reactive oxygen 

species - ROS - and lowering calcium concentration), raising the question of whether the 

putative harmful effect of down-regulating autophagy was masked by the modulation of 

AChE in the β-asarone study. 

 Sirtuin-1 (SIRT1), a deacetylase, was largely stimulated by resveratrol (RSV, a natural 

polyphenol) in PC12 cells previously treated with the neurotoxic peptide Aβ25-35 
25

 through 

TyrRS-PARP1-SIRT1 pathway signalling. RSV-induced expression of tyrosyl transfer-RNA 

synthetase (TyrRS) stimulated the poly ADP-ribose polymerase 1 (PARP1) that modulates 

nuclear expression, increasing autophagosomes formation and degradation of p62, both 

effects abolished by 3-MA. Sirtuin-2 (SIRT2) loss-of-function induced by administration of 

adenylate kinase 1 (AK1, a specific SIRT2 inhibitor) or using SIRT2 knockout transgenic 

mice improved microtubule stabilization,26 allowing for better autophagic flux and improving 

the clearance of Aβ oligomers and cell survival. This evinces a modifying therapeutic 

modality through acetylation of tubulin, which facilitates vesicle trafficking and senescent 
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mitochondria degradation; this strategy was also studied in PD53 and Prion disease86 (see 

below). 

 In the search for new therapeutic possibilities for AD, the novel AVN-211, a selective 

serotonin 6 receptor (5-HT6) antagonist (5HT6 receptor activity was linked to mTOR 

activation), could improve learning, behavioural and cognitive performances,27 having a 

greater in vivo effect than memantine (an  N-methyl-D-aspartate - NMDA - receptor 

antagonist used in AD that lowers the excitatory activity of glutamate), intepirdine and 

idalopirdine (two selective 5-HT6 receptor antagonists being tested in clinical trials for AD) 

and showing a similar or better anxiolytic effect in comparison with fenobam, rufinamide, 

lorazepam and buspirone, while lacking side effects or significant toxicity in rodent and 

primate (Rhesus macaques) models. The substance KT5823-mediated inhibition of nitric 

oxide/protein kinase G (NO/PKG) improved performance in the Morris Water Maze (which 

evaluates spatial memory and learning) in rodents in which spatial memory deficits were 

induced by Aβ1-42, along with increased LC3II/I ratio and levels of Atg7 and Beclin-1.28 

 In an interesting study, five compounds previously shown to hinder the formation of 

Aβ1-42 aggregates were tested in APPOSK mice29 (with the Osaka E693Δ mutation promoting 

Aβ oligomerization). The results showed a clear advantage for the common antibiotic 

rifampicin, which prevented Aβ aggregation and promoted a decrease in levels of p62 while 

maintaining conversion of LC3I to LC3II, re-establishing the autophagic flux. This compound 

was also shown to be effective in inhibiting tau and ASYN aggregate formation in cell-free 

conditions by favouring the formation of monomers, evidencing its broad spectrum in 

neurodegenerative disorders; although it was unable to clear already established plaques, the 

fact that it is a safely used molecule, with no significant side-effects, highlights its possible 

preventive role in neurodegenerative processes involving protein oligomerization. 
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 A new modality of GSK-3 inhibition with L807mts, a molecule that the kinase 

converts into its own inhibitor, was both potent and safe in stimulating clearance of Aβ in 

5XFAD mice, an AD model, also lowering inflammation, stimulating autophagy and 

improving cognitive and social behaviour tests.30 Differentiated rat neuronal PC12 cells were 

treated with icariside II (ICS II), a novel phosphodiesterase 5 (PD-5) inhibitor, in order to 

evaluate its protective role against oxidative damage induced by hydrogen peroxide (H2O2); 

ROS generation was attenuated and autophagic cell death was inhibited through regulation of 

GSK3β, proposing a protective role for autophagy inhibitors in oxidative states of the nervous 

system.31 

 The disaccharide trehalose that comprises two D-glucose molecules joined by an α,α-

1,1 link induced an autophagy-upregulation effect (elevated LC3-II and p62) that was shown 

to be mTOR-, Beclin-1- and Atg5-independent, thus explaining the recent growing interest 

sparked by this compound. In an in vitro study, neither maltose nor glucose administration 

had impact on APP and LC3 levels,32 showing that its action could not be mimicked by other 

dissacharides or its metabolites and was therefore not linked to the supply of glucose, but 

were rather trehalose-specific.  

 Mice fed with a diet rich in palmitic acid showed increased inflammation markers, low 

levels of neuroprogenitor cells and formation of Aβ deposits in the hippocampus, in 

comparison with controls after 16 months of high fat diet, with a concomitant reduction in 

autophagic markers,33 evincing that changing dietary intake could influence the development 

of sporadic AD. In another study, high caloric intake was shown to augment mTOR, S6K, and 

decrease LC3 levels measured in the hippocampus, which translated in learning and memory 

difficulties in rodents34; caloric restriction on the other hand showed opposite variations of the 

same markers and correlated with improved memory and learning abilities. In a trial of tart-

cherry dietary supplementation, lower hippocampal inflammatory levels and improved 
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working memory, but no significant changes in motor performance, were associated with 

enhanced autophagic flux in aged mice.35 In APPsw/Tg2576 mice, a supplement of 

pomegranate extract resulted in reduced beta-cleavage of APP in the brain and increased 

levels of synaptic structural proteins (PSD-95, Munc18-1, SNAP25) and synaptophysin36; 

under the same experimental conditions, increased phosphorylation of calcium/calmodulin-

dependent protein kinase IIα (increased ratio p-CaMKIIα/CaMKIIα) and cyclic AMP-

response element binding protein (ratio p-CREB/CREB) were accompanied by decreased 

neuroinflamatory activity and enhanced autophagy in a PI3K/Akt/mTOR-dependent, 

rapamycin-like manner. Grehlin, an orexigenic circulating hormone up-regulated in starvation 

states, was shown to have positive effects on SH-SY5Y cells transfected with a mutant APP 

gene (AD model), namely through up-regulation of both the ubiquitin-proteasome system 

(lower levels of ubiquitinated proteins and p27, consistent with augmented 20S and 26S 

proteasome enzyme activity) and autophagy (increased LC3II and Beclin-1), along with a 

trophic influence on neural cells by increasing growth hormone secretagogue receptor type 1 

expression37 (GHS-R1, a G protein-coupled receptor for grehlin). 

 A contribution from Chinese traditional medicine, the Ampelopsis grossedentata-

derived dihydromyricetin (DHM) alleviated learning and memory impairment, this time in 

miR-34a-overexpressing aged brains (downregulating miR-34a and upregulating SIRT1) in 

D-galactose-treated mice, a model for AD, creating target options for any neurodegenerative 

process where the autophagic flux is disturbed.38 

 

2.2. Autophagy in Parkinson’s disease - PD 

 Aggregates of α-synuclein (ASYN) are known to be pathologic in PD and other 

synucleinopathies. Glucocerebrosidase (GBA) trapped in the ER in models for the GBA-

N370S mutation (the strongest genetic risk factor for PD) was shown to interfere with ASYN 
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clearance,39 representing a possible therapeutic target upstream in the pathologic cascade. In 

rAAV6-infected cells overexpressing ASYN, dimethyl fumarate (DMF, already used in 

multiple sclerosis, where a positive effect on autophagy was also observed40) was shown to 

regulate the nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (NRF2) - p62 axis to enhance ASYN 

delivery to the autophagosome, while knockout mice for Nrf2 did not replicate the effects of 

DMF41; ASYN-induced microgliosis also decreased, indicating a less pro-inflammatory 

phenotype (down-regulation of interleukin 1β and inducible nitric oxide synthase were 

observed). In cells treated with ASYN pre-formed fibrils (which had a stronger effect in 

reducing cell viability in comparison to treatment with monomeric ASYN), trehalose had no 

effect on ASYN levels but improved cell survival.42 In an AAV ASYN rat model for PD, 

trehalose lowered the number of aggregates of A53T ASYN (mutant ASYN resulting from an 

amino acid change) and improved behavioural skills43. Treatment with trehalose also showed 

a neuroprotective effect in a mild, sustained MPP+ exposure model for PD (although it was 

not effective following an acute intoxication due to irreversible lysosomal damage).44  

 Pre-treatment with the mitochondrial pyruvate carrier (MPC) modulator MSDC-0160 

increased the mobility time both in a spontaneous locomotion test and the rotarod test in 

MPTP-treated mice, improved survival of cultured midbrain dopaminergic cells and ASYN-

treated Caenorhabditis elegans, thus showing effectiveness in multiple models by reducing 

the levels of mTORC1 phosphorylation (but not of mTORC2, mimicking rapamycin).45 In a 

post mortem analysis of neurons and microglia from PD specimens, TLR2 (toll-like receptor 

2) co-localized with Lewy bodies, along with increased levels of cytokines, microglial-

activating chemokines, ROS and p62,46 showing a link between TLR2 and inflammation. 

Rapamycin and TLR2 inhibitors could lower ASYN in SH-SY5Y cells previously treated 

with TLR2 agonists. In the same experimental setup, NG25, a transforming growth factor-

beta-activated kinase 1 (TAK1) inhibitor that ultimately blocks the c-Jun N-terminal kinase 
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(JNK) activation and production of inflammatory cytokines, clearly ameliorated ASYN 

deposits. NogoA, a myelin-associated protein that inhibits axonal regeneration was shown to 

be upregulated in MPP+ treated mice and miRNA knockout of this protein inhibited the 

activation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) by mTOR in a 

rapamycin-like fashion47, protecting against PD-like toxicity. 

 In a 6-hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA, which is injected in the nigrostriatal dopaminergic 

pathway leading to ROS-induced cytotoxicity) rodent model for PD, paeoniflorin, a Chinese 

herb-derived substance, was shown to be neuroprotective by inhibiting acid-sensing ion 

channels (ASIC),48 improving behavioural symptoms and reducing the loss of dopaminergic 

cells (effects further observed with the known ASIC blockers psalmotoxin-1 and amiloride).  

Since knockdown of ASIC1α decreased ASYN aggregation through enhanced autophagy in 

PC12 cells, effects of pharmacologic inhibition of these channels could be related to increased 

autophagic activity. β-Asarone also exerted neuroprotective effects in 6-OHDA rats via the 

JNK/Bcl-2/Beclin-1 pathway (the non-treated mice overexpressing phospho-c-jun marker of 

JNK-mediated autophagic cell death), showing better behavioural and motor results.49 In 

another study, 6-OHDA-treated SH-SY5Y cells showed accumulation of LAMP1, LC3II and 

p62, 50 suggesting a blockade of the autophagic flux, while the cathepsin-L (CTSL) inhibitor 

Z-FY-CHO promoted autophagy, decreased p62 and blocked both caspase-3 and PARP, 

suggesting the nuclear translocation of CTSL as enhancing the apoptotic cascade while 

disturbing the autophagy-apoptosis balance. A dual agonist (DA-JC1) of the incretins 

glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) and glucose dependent insulinotropic polypeptide (GIP) 

attenuated motor and behavioural deficits caused by treatment with 6-OHDA in rats,51 

suggesting a role for antidiabetics in the management of PD. 

 In MPTP/p-treated mice (p standing for probenecid), metformin prevented SNpc 

dopaminergic neural death, raised the quantity of striatal dopamine (DA), improved motor 
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function and decreased microglia overactivation-induced neuroinflammation through 

potentiation of the autophagy-inducing 5' adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase 

(AMPK).52 The same study showed that metformin was able to raise LC3II levels while 

decreasing ROS production and apoptosis in MPP+-treated SH-SY5Y cells. Sirtuin-2 

inhibition with AK1 in sporadic PD patient-derived hybrid cells restored the acetylation of α-

tubulin, which facilitated autophagy (increased number of mitochondria and autophagic 

vacuoles in motion) and intra-peritoneal injection of MPTP in sirtuin-2 knock-out mice failed 

to impair motor behaviour.53 Sirtuin-2-dependent deacetylation of ASYN slowed aggregate 

clearance in vitro and increased death of dopaminergic neurons from rats injected with an 

ASYN acetylation-mimic mutant, while targeted acetylation of ASYN on the lysine residues 6 

and 10 facilitated its autophagic degradation54; thus inhibiting sirtuin-2 or increasing 

acetylation of ASYN could have therapeutic potential in PD. 

 The substance piperine (PIP), acting on phosphatase 2A (PP2A), lowered mTORC1 

levels through dephosphorylation of Akt kinase,55 thus stimulating the autophagic clearing of 

damaged mitochondria in rotenone-treated SK-N-SH cells (another model for PD) and striatal 

dopaminergic cell survival in rotenone-injected mice. 

 Variations in the lysosomal K+ channel transmembrane protein 175 (TMEM175) were 

linked to sporadic PD in genome-wide association studies; hippocampal cells derived from 

rats deficient in TMEM175 had increased levels of ASYN and showed a decrease in 

lysosomal catalytic activity (owing to increased lysosomal pH) and mitochondrial 

respiration.56 The K+ ionophore nigericin decreased cytosolic pH in SH-SY5Y cells and 

enhanced autophagy dependent on the PTEN-induced putative kinase 1 (PINK1)/parkin 

axis.57 In cell lines derived from PD patients with loss-of-function mutations in PINK1 and 

parkin (which causes accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria leading to nigrostriatal 

degeneration and early-onset PD), the pro-aptotic Nip3-like protein X (Nix) improved 
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mithophagy and mitochondrial function (increased ATP synthesis),58 thus suggesting a 

mechanism to circumvent Parkin deficiency in early-onset PD. 

 An alternative therapeutic target was tested in progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) 

and corticobasal degeneration (CBD), diseases that course with PD-like symptoms, where 

fasudil, a clinically used Rho-associated protein kinases (ROCK1 and ROCK2) inhibitor, was 

able to reduced tau levels through autophagy enhancement,59 suppressing phosphorylation of 

ribosomal protein S6 kinase beta-1 (p70S6K1) by mTOR; reduction of tau mRNA in 

neuroblastoma cells and PSP and CBD mouse brains, as well as less severe rough eye 

phenotype in a Drosophila tauopathy model were also observed. Fasudil was also tested in 

PD models where it could reverse injury caused by A53T ASYN by enhancing its autophagic 

degradation in a JNK-1/Bcl-2/Beclin-1-dependent manner,60 the same pathway targeted by β-

asarone. 

 

2.3. Autophagy in Huntington’s disease - HD 

 Expansion of cysteine-adenosine-guanine (CAG) repeats is a genetic defect common 

to a group of disorders caused by mutant proteins with polyglutamine (polyQ) expansions; 

HD, coursing with mutant huntingtin (HTT), is the most common disease. Machado-Joseph 

disease (MJD, or spinocerebellar ataxia type 3 - SCA3), caused by CAG expansion in the 

ataxin-3 (ATXN3) gene, leading to mutant ATXN3 protein aggregates, is also described since 

research in animal models for MJD might contribute to management of polyglutamine 

diseases in general. 

 Hederagenine and α-hederin, derived from the herb Hedera helix, have been shown to 

increase the autophagic flux through the AMPK pathway in a dose-dependent manner,61 

facilitating the degradation of HTT and ASYN in PC12 cells transfected respectively with 

polygQ HTT and A53T. The engineered nanoparticle graphene oxide (GO) was able to 
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increase LC3II with no change in SQSTM1/p62, not interfering with the mTOR pathway, but 

still activating autophagy via the PI3K/MEK/ERK1/2 pathway and enhancing Htt 

ubiquitination in a cellular model for HD.62 

 In yeast and mammalian cell models for HD, genetic manipulation augmenting 

glycation of HTT was shown to promote intracellular aggregation of the HTT exon-1, 

whereas the glycation agent methylglyoxal proved to be toxic to HD fruit flies, with 

diminished life span and eclosion rates. Based on these data, the authors suggested 

autophagy-lysosomal pathway overactivation as the causative factor, evidencing glycation 

states as possible drug target.63 In HD-mimicking SH-SY5Y neuroblastoma cells, dopamine 

was shown to exacerbate mutant HTT-induced oxidative stress, since superoxide anion (O2
-) 

impaired autophagosome formation, with N-acetyl-L-cysteine (a quinone reductase inducer) 

and deferoxamine (an iron chelator) showing antioxidant and preventive effects.64 Iron can 

enhance ROS production with neurodegenerative potential, causing lysosomal deficits (iron 

deposits), autophagic overload and cell death, effects modulated by the second messenger 

nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphatase (NAADP) and the GTPase RAB7A, both 

acting on two-pore channels (TPCN, which release calcium from endolysosomal stores into 

the cytosol); their inhibition with Ned-19 abolished the aforementioned harmful effects of 

iron load. 

 Two studies from the same authors identified autophagy enhancer-67 (AUTEN-67) as 

a synthetic autophagy stimulator with antiaging and neuroprotective effects. This compound 

should avoid the side-effects of common autophagy inducers, by acting on the core 

autophagic process, namely through inhibition of myotubularin-related phosphatase, 

MTMR14, which hampers the formation of autophagic membranes; it was able to lower Aβ 

levels in mice expressing human APP.65 Further testing on a Drosophila model for HD 

(transgenic 128Q HTT) MTMR14 improved climbing ability and induced longer lifespan.66 In 
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the same way, the autophagy enhancer-99 (AUTEN-99) decreased neurodegenerative 

symptoms in Drosophila models of HD (expressing human mutant 128Q-HTT) and PD 

(expressing human mutant Parkin).67 

 Another study reported trehalose as functioning as a chemical chaperone and having 

antioxidant properties, and further confirmed its autophagy-inducer properties by lowering the 

levels of p62. It also decreased microglial activation and reversed cytoskeleton disruption 

favouring astrocytic propagation in cultured striatal cells of HD R6/1 rodents (expressing 

exon 1 of the HTT gene with 115 CAG repeats) in early postnatal development,68 thus adding 

a neurotrophic function to the already broad spectrum of trehalose. Lactulose and melibiose 

proved to be good trehalose analogs by lowering ATXN3/Q75 aggregation in a SCA3 

ATXN3/Q75-GFP cell model,69 which was further confirmed in differentiated SH-SY5Y 

cells, making these substances a possible therapeutic strategy in polyglutamine aggregation-

associated neurodegenerative diseases. 

 The attempt to modulate mTOR-dependent and -independent pathways simultaneously 

was shown to be neurotoxic in a MJD mouse model; temserolimus (an inhibitor of mTOR) 

and lithium (LiCl, an inositol monophosphatase inhibitor), both in individually non-toxic, 

autophagy-inducing doses, were neurotoxic to wild-type and CMVMJD135 transgenic mice70 

when administered at the same time, highlighting the need for more research in this field. 

 Caloric restriction (CR) activated SIRT1 in MJD mice and improved the 

neuropathology related to motor coordination and imbalance, coursing with increased LC3II 

and decreased p62 levels (an indicator of improved autophagic flux) in the cerebella. These 

results evidence both CR and SIRT1 expression as therapeutic strategy. The same authors also 

studied the effects of resveratrol, a SIRT1 enhancer, which ameliorated motor deficits by 

restoring SIRT1 mRNA levels in the same transgenic model.71 
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 Far-infrared radiation (FIR) is a subdivision of the electromagnetic spectrum with 

biological properties; in a study in MJD78 mice as model for SCA3, FIR decreased 

mitochondrial fragmentation and improved mitochondrial respiratory function; moreover, FIR 

treatment of MJD78 cells increased LC3II and Beclin-1 and decreased p62 72; importantly, no 

significant changes were observed in MJD26 cells expressing the normal variant of ATXN3, 

further linking autophagic impairment with the polyQ expanded ATXN3. 

 

2.4. Autophagy in Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis - ALS - and Frontotemporal dementia - 

FTD 

 Mutation of the autophagy receptor SQSTM1/p62, a genetic defect found in ALS and 

FTD, was associated with defective recognition of LC3II in the LIR interacting region of the 

phagophore membrane,73 impeding its recruitment into the phagosome. 

 A repeat expansion in the chromosome-9-open-reading-frame-72 gene (C9orf72) is 

the most prevalent known genetic cause of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and 

frontotemporal dementia (FTD). Loss of function of the C9orf72 protein was linked to less 

phosphorylation of mTOR and decreased serine/threonine kinase p70S6 (p70S6K1) activity74 

(its function being here the suppression of autophagy related genes - ATG - expression 

cascade), thus lifting its inhibitory role on the autophagic process. 

 However, in a TDP-43 (found in ubiquitinated inclusions) cell culture model treated 

with berberine (derived from a traditional herb), protein deposition was shown to be not only 

inhibited but also reverted, in parallel with the down-regulation of mTOR and enhancement of 

autophagy.75 In turn, autophagy inhibition with further treatment with 3-MA (a PI3K 

inhibitor) halted the recovery process in a PI3K-dependent fashion. A study on a TDP-43-

depleted Drosophila model elucidated the role of the autophagy-lysosomal pathway in these 

pathologic states, suggesting that blockage of the final stages of the autophagic pathway 
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rather than increased autophagic flux per se might have a harmful effect, by being able to link 

TDP-43 loss-of-function to dynactin-1 (which links vesicles to microtubules) down-

regulation76 and thus bringing autophagosome-lysosome fusion to a halt. Since mTOR 

inhibition with rapamycin worsened the motor symptoms (decreased larval locomotion), this 

study unveils the importance of considering both mTOR-dependent and -independent 

mechanisms, since a single molecule can modulate both pathways, interfering with aggregate 

formation in a complex system. 

 Further evidence of a harmful effect of autophagy was studied in ALS-like superoxide 

dismutase 1 (SOD1)-G93A transgenic mice through administration of n-butylidenephthalide 

(n-BP), a known autophagic inhibitor; n-BP prolonged survival more than the clinically 

approved substance riluzole, enhancing mTOR signalling and decreasing the accumulation of 

autophagosomes, also inhibiting caspase-3 activity,77 an effector caspase involved in 

apoptosis.  

 Two studies focusing on aggresome formation in ALS showed it resulted from 

accumulation of mutant SOD1 through unclear mechanisms. Parkin (also implicated in AD 

and PD) was shown to cooperate with an E2-enzyme to polyubiquitinate mutated SOD1 at 

K63, facilitating its autophagic clearance78 and suggesting parkin as a potential target in ALS. 

Moreover, 3-MA worsened and rapamycin improved clearance of remaining aggresomes. The 

E3-ubiquitin-ligase mahogunin-ring-finger-1 (MGRN1) was shown to be recruited to SOD1 

inclusions along with p62 and LAMP2, whereas MGRN1 overexpression favoured 

autophagic clearance,79 proving MGRN1-conducted cellular quality control to be a possible 

therapeutic option in ALS. 

 Colchicine and doxorubicin were found to induce the chaperone HSPB8, known to 

reduce the accumulation of TDP-43 (as well as its 25 kDa fragment, also with pathologic 

potential) aggregates in ALS and FTD, through cooperation with the co-chaperone BAG3 and 
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the HSP70/HSC70-CHIP complex, enhancing expression of the main autophagy regulator 

TFEB, along with increases in p62 and LC3 expression.80 A next step should be to find 

analogs to these drugs with less side-effects. In a FTD model, induced pluripotent stem cells 

(iPSC)-derived neurons from individuals carrying the tau-A152T variant were rescued from 

mitochondrial stress and both proteotoxic and excitotoxic effects of hyperphosphorylation of 

tau upon its CRISPR/Cas9 genetic correction and targeting through pharmacological 

activation of autophagy with rapamycin.81 

 Mutations in the progranulin (PGRN) gene cause frontotemporal lobar degeneration 

and some degree of inactivation of PGRN was also identified as risk factor for both AD and 

PD. Haploinsufficient mice for the PGRN gene showed markedly increased PGRN expression 

in the brain after oral administration of trehalose.82 In the same study, common autophagy 

inhibitors also showed some effect on PRGN expression, particularly Torin1 (a selective 

mTOR inhibitor that blocks its phosphorylation), suggesting a link between mTOR 

modulation and PRGN expression. Trehalose however had the strongest effects on PRGN 

expression in human H4 (neuroglioma), human SH-SY5Y, mouse N2a (neuroblastoma) 

models and mouse cortical neurons. Since polymorphisms resulting in lower levels of PGRN 

have been identified as risk factors for AD and PD,83 trehalose might have a broad therapeutic 

spectrum. 

  

2.5. Autophagy in Prion diseases 

 Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSE) are caused by misfolding of the 

scrapie prion protein (PrPSc), conferring a pathological effect to this glycoprotein, which 

becomes insensitive to proteases, aggregates and forms amyloidogenic deposits, in a 

mechanism similar to other neurodegenerative pathologies (e.g. AD, PD). Synthetic prion 

(PrP106-126) induced toxic effects in SK-N-SH neuroblastoma cells, which could be reversed 
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by treatment with ginsenoside-Rg3, a derivate of the herb ginseng84; LC3II levels were 

increased and more autophagic vacuoles were detected by electron microscopy. The plant 

derivate hinokitol raised the levels of hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α, a transcription 

factor that promotes survival under low levels of tissue oxygenation), prompting a 

neuroprotective autophagic flux85 (e.g. allowing for increased number of vacuoles observed 

by electron microscopy) as confirmed with autophagy inhibitors (wortmannin, 3-MA, Atg5 

siRNA) that reversed the beneficial effects. 

 Regulating the PI3K-Akt-mTOR axis could also alleviate PrP106-126-induced neural 

death following transfection with recombinant plasmids expressing histone deacetylase 6 

(HDAC6); this enzyme reversed the effects of PrP106-126 on raising the levels of 

phosphorylated mTOR and p70S6K.86 Interestingly, HDAC6 increased Akt phosphorylation. 

A similar effect was shown by inducing parkin overexpression (as described previously in this 

work, parkin is an E3 ubiquitin ligase, which was shown to be mutated in familial forms of 

PD); in this case, N2a cells treated with PrP106-126 revealed lower levels of soluble parkin, the 

remaining colocalizing with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-tagged prion.87 Thus, 

induction of parkin overexpression blocked the translocation of pro-apoptotic Bax to the 

mitochondrion (which initiates cell death by releasing cytochrome c), enhanced autophagy 

and thence cell survival. 

 The FKBP family of peptidyl prolyl isomerases (FK506-binding protein) is involved 

in several steps of PrPSc biogenesis; FK506 (a macrolide also named tacrolimus and 

fujimycin, used as an immunosuppressant) binds to FKBP and inhibits the translocation of 

cellular prion (PrPC) to the ER and thus inhibits the misfolding process, which converts it to 

the scrapie form. N2a cells treated with FK506 induced proteasome-mediated degradation of 

PrPSc, also blocking its translocation to the ER and hence lifting the inhibition of the 

autophagic process.88 Moreover, FK506 was shown to act on the V-ATPase catalytic subunit 
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A (ATP6V1A, a vacuolar proton pump) and promote green fluorescence protein-bound TFEB 

(which stimulates production of lysosomes) translocation from the cytosol to the nucleus in 

SH-SY5Y cells,89 a mechanism of autophagic enhancement. Another study showed that 

rapamycin-induced autophagy was toxic to retinal cells treated with PrP106-126,
90 the authors 

stated however that further studies will be needed to evaluate the applicability of autophagy 

inhibitors in rescuing PrPSc-infected cells in vivo. 

 

2.6. Autophagy in Peripheral Nervous System disorders 

 A study in patients with chronic idiopathic axonal polyneuropathy (CIAP) identified 

increased number of autophagic structures in sural nerve samples as compared to healthy 

controls.91 The authors raised the question of whether enhanced autophagy is a consequence 

or a cause of the neuropathy. In vitro studies on adult dorsal root ganglia neurons survival and 

axonal growth, however, linked autophagy inhibition with reduced cell viability, neurite 

growth and branching complexity.92 Enhanced autophagy in a mouse model of inflammatory 

peripheral neuropathy was correlated to Schwann cell demyelination, the process continuing 

nevertheless in Atg7 knockout models,93 where autophagic activation constituted a failed 

attempt at regeneration. We highlight the relative lack of studies here in comparison to those 

on the central nervous system. 

 In cell culture expressing V30M mutant transthyretin (TTR) aggregates, a model of 

TTR-related amyloidosis (familial amyloid polyneuropathy or FAP), preservation of the early 

autophagic steps (conserved levels of LC3 and autophagosomes) occurred along with 

accumulation of p62. This could be reversed in the gastrointestinal tract from transgenic 

TTRV30M mice through tauroursodesoxycholic acid (TUDCA), as well as curcumin 

administration,94 boosting autophagic turnover and slowing apoptosis, favouring the use of 

autophagic enhancers in this condition. 
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3. Conclusions 

 In harmony with previous reviews related to this subject,959697 we further sustain that 

autophagic pathways have an unquestionable role on both the development of pathology and 

its management. Although its key actors seem to be in part identified, how this role is played 

is still unclear, especially in neurodegenerative diseases, where therapeutic strategies are still 

dismaying and curative options hardly exist. 

 Looking at the results as a whole, we are drawn to conclude that enhancing autophagy 

in neurodegenerative processes is a valid and promising therapeutic option (see Table 2 for an 

overview of the substances that were able to clear protein aggregates in mammalian models of 

disease); however, a harmful effect of this action is not to be firmly ruled out. This 

discrepancy in some studies could have various reasons, from which we hypothesise three: 

 Although the majority of neurodegenerative diseases course with accumulation of 

protean aggregates, which overwhelm the clearance response and exhibit overlapping 

pathologic processes, the responsible molecule or the underlying deficiencies vary; 

 Acting on prodromal or symptomatic phases surely has different outcomes, and few 

studies make such distinction; since such diseases course with long prodromal states98 

but show mostly irreversible damages, the focus is increasingly on preventive action 

rather than symptomatic relief (which is already the aim of most available drugs); 

 We further raise the question of the validity of the models being used for human 

disease and how representative they are for neurodegenerative diseases.99 

 In spite of the continuously growing amount of research in this field, we emphasise the 

need to better understand the basic pathways of autophagic clearance and its place among the 

general pathways of nutrient utilisation and cell survival; owing to the complex 

interrelationships between survival and death pathways, the effects of autophagy and 

- 
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autophagy-enhanced apoptosis are still hard to differentiate in vivo and this constitutes an 

important puzzle holding back the development of aggregate clearance strategies. 

 Neurodegenerative diseases are mainly multifactorial in the way they develop in a 

particular individual, but growing knowledge of genetic risk factors could allow for 

prevention already in the prodromal phase, in the context of a more personalized medicine in 

the future.100,101 We emphasize also the protective effect of healthy habits in general, here in 

particularly through modification of caloric intake in both quantity and quality, as aging and 

protein aggregation are in close relation.102,103 

 The future of autophagy in neurodegeneration control therefore depends on clearly 

understanding whether enhancing it is beneficial (for example “bad” autophagy in ALS and 

“good” in AD?), how its modulation affects overall cellular functions (autophagy as both 

rescue and unwanted death pathway?) and the process itself, allowing for more directed 

molecular targeting. 
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Method 

 This review summarizes the work done on the intersection of the autophagic and 

neurodegenerative processes from a molecular therapeutic point-of-view. In order to bring 

some degree of systematization, the main body of results was filtered as follows: PubMed-

indexed articles published between 2016/01/01 and 2017/03/24 (includes E-pubs ahead of 

print) where full text in English was available; autophagy- and neurodegeneration-related 

results were crossed (590 from 6354 and 13105 respectively), reviews were removed (177); 

from these were excluded articles not focusing on autophagy or neurodegenerative processes, 

articles aiming at defining study models or disease markers rather than therapeutic 

possibilities, guidelines and publications other than original research articles; among the 284 

resulting articles, those present in this review were deemed the most relevant by the authors, 

not including those where the actual results, despite having relevant implications on other 

areas, have no clear influence on the management of neurodegenerative diseases. 

 Search terms were written as “autophag*” and “neurodegenerat*” in order to include 

all directly related terms as well as MeSH terms, automatically selected by PubMed. 
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